Acceptance of Course Policies and Assignments

I understand what is expected of me in order to do well in the course. I affirm that I have read the syllabus thoroughly and have asked for clarification on any points that I am unclear on. I agree to seek assistance from Professor Archie if I am uncertain of course requirements or need support meeting expectations of course. I affirm my commitment to academic integrity and excellence. I affirm my commitment to fostering an atmosphere of respect and collaboration in the classroom.

Goals for the Course

1. In this class, I want to gain knowledge about:

2. In this class, I want to gain skills in:

3. In this class, I hope to receive the following grade: ____________________.

Plan to Reach Goals

In order to reach my goals, I commit to the following behaviors (must be specific/measurable):

(Student Signature) __________ (Date) __________ (Instructor Initials)
MAP-Works Assignment

To complete this assignment, you will first need to complete the MAP-Works Fall Transition Survey, and read your personalized report. To do this, you will need to log onto MAP-Works system by logging into myUCA and clicking myUCA tab. The bottom right hand corner will have link to "Student Access to MAP-Works". Follow this link and follow instructions from there. After completing survey, download personalized report and attach. Use the report to answer the following questions.

1. What did you learn from your report that will help you succeed?

2. To be successful at UCA, what are at least one or two behaviors you need to:
   a) start
   b) stop
   c) continue

3. What resources listed are most important for you to reach these goals?